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“I Want to Hold Your Hand In Public”

“I Want to Hold Your Hand In Public”
by Marinna Benzon
I want to hold your hand in public.
In front of strangers who smack their gum when they talk and twist their necks to look at us.
We will watch as they roll their eyes and mold remarks in their mouth, like clay, spit it out and
feel it stick onto the soles of our shoes to tether us to the ground.
Almost as if their remarks were a reminder to pull us back to reality.
A sticky reminder.
An inconvenient reminder.
A fucking annoyingly unnecessary reminder.
If I could hold your hand in public
Gun sales will rise
Party City would have to double their shipment for tiki torches
Self Defense classes would fill to the brim
If I could hold your hand in public
I could press our life lines together and see if they fuse
I, turned palm reader, will measure the lengths of our heart lines
Stretch out my fingers and press imprints of a better us onto your skin.
But if I hold your hand in public
We become an act of rebellion
We become a brushstroke of the hate-crime statistics
We become sinners, deviants, whores, sluts, dykes, fags.
When we are just two women who want the same thrill of hands touching.
I wanna make a neon sign to hang in my front yard, reading, “Live Gay Girls”
I wanna embroider a pride flag onto all my clothes and be the Queer Scarlet Letter
I wanna tattoo the phrase, “Feed me to the Lesbians” on my inner thigh
I wanna hold your hand in public even if they squirm and narrow their eyes,
Even if they contort their faces and ball up their fists
Even if they sling bible verses on the sidewalk we trend
Even if they are repulsed, even if they are uncomfortable
Even if it might kill me, I will hold your hand in public.
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“Lumiere Coloree” by Hunter Pressley
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“Out of His League” by Gerald Coleman

“Out of His League” by Gerald Coleman
“Love is a zero sum game. Pretty much.”

that glowed dully from inside when angled in the
artificial light. He wondered how it was done—
– Billy Olsen
getting the salt on the pretzel distributed evenly
When he saw her, he behaved oddly, like a Cubist across the circumference of the rings. It was
painting tumbling down a staircase.
as though little workers attached each crystal
He looked at her through a three-ringed separately. Intertwined, salted infinity loops tied
pretzel as she sat with her girlfriends at a table in a bow.
on the other end of the room. She was strikingly
He conceded the food was not good.
pretty and on the quiet side. She wore a red
The girl and her friends came back every
bandito-looking serape fringed at the ends that
Wednesday night, always at the same seats at
she fiddled with.
the same table. She listened patiently, attending
The Parrot, on Central Avenue, catered to her girlfriends—her smile fixed during
to the college and young singles crowd. Its sole humorous stories or frowning throughout if sad.
décor statement was a stuffed toy parrot in a cage W she spoke, her comments were introduced by
hanging.in cigarette smoke from the ceiling. This disclaimers and facial modifiers she titled into:
was not the place to take a date nor find a cozy
“I don’t know, perhaps … .”
corner to brood in—too much light, too loud,
substandard bar food, and flat pitchers of beer. It
“I guess, I think … .”
was a hangout to waste a few hours and punch in
He found that sweet. She had teeth in
another day toward the weekend.
front of her incisors that picked up smudges of
It was Wednesday night. People hung bright red or pink lipstick. She felt out of place.
out with friends, some pushed tables together. Perhaps she was out of place. Sometimes she
Modern Eighties arty pop music was on the juke would rustle for a moment, then reconnect with
box. Foreigner, Dire Straits, Genesis. Weekday her friends. But the quality that leaped out, that
nights were about nothing—talk, listen to the was beyond interpretation—she was in a fashion
music, leave early, get up for school or work in the universe of her own. One week it was a Roaring
morning.
Twenties Flapper Dress with a long stole around
her shoulders and a pulled down Gatsby hat
He considered the salt pieces on the
on her head; the next she’d arrive in a bright,
pretzel while looking at the girl. Whoa Whoa.
curtainy Indian sari. Diaphanous like see through
Bono was complaining about something in the
clouds. The Parrot was filled with people in jeans
background. Billy Olsen’s friends discussed how
and t-shirts or sweaters, while she tried out her
the food pretty much sucked. Each salt crystal
imitation Tang Dynasty retro with flowing dragon
was a tiny, white marbled geometric fragment
sleeves for the first cool, breezy Wednesday night
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“Sunrise over the Old Bahia Honda Rail Bridge” by Hunter Pressley
of autumn.
She was out of his league.
It was important to be in his league. Shoot
too high, he was looking for trouble down the road.
Go low, he already lost. He was more comfortable
when his dates and he were comfortable, in the
same league. He had dates with girls with acne,
for example, who applied foundation make-ups
that wouldn’t necessarily match their natural
facial coloration. By the time they were back at
the girl’s door at end of the evening, her face
would be cracked like the sands of the Mojave.
But, suppose, just before he kissed her, the girl
nudged forward a little Teddy Bear tongue from
between her lips, ever so slightly. What pimples?
Suppose she lifted her shoulder tips and tilted
her face to await his first embrace. He was glad

to accommodate to the inconvenience of the
blemishes and the flaking make-up if the girl was
that nice.
Being in his league was a series of
compromises and offsetting compensations, but
he was hardly perfect. The girls on the receiving
end did the same assets-to-liabilities assessment.
His hair was thinning at twenty one. He frequently
suffered cognitive fogginess and was prone to
dark maroon to childishly impish mood swings.
One Wednesday night, while a guy
explained how his Army Reserve meeting went,
Billy Olsen checked her out through a pretzel ring
to see what she was wearing, when she appeared
in the middle of a loop looking at him. He made
“Hi” with his lips. She made “Hi” back. He smiled.
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She looked away.

conversation sparked—people knew other
people who knew someone else. This and that.
When he least expected it, he was in front
Billy Olsen kept an eye on Gabriella, even though
of her. She was alone at her table. Perhaps that
she was out of his league, even though he didn’t
was why he got up.
expect a promotion any time soon.
“Hi. Sorry for spying at you through
Paul Ferguson lit a joint. Teddy and Sal were
the pretzel. Your outfit is very nice. What is it, a
behind the bar. They were cool. Paul was cool. He
poncho?”
took a toke and backhanded it waist high under
“I guess it’s a poncho. Or a wrap, perhaps.” the table to the girl to his left. The joint passed
“Sorry, I’m Billy Olsen.” He offered his hand. cupped by giver to receiver to preserve the flame
around the table. It was accepted to gift to the
Her left hand offered from under the wrap. next, some declined—no offense— passing it
“Hello Billy Olsen.” She was Gabriella.
on by the wettened tip. Others made it glow
They talked about ponchos and wraps and red in the grottoes of their palms. Peace be with
sun colors, things Billy Olsen knew nothing about. you. When it came to Billy Olsen, he took a draw
When her girlfriends came back, he returned to hoping not to fall into a coughing fit, which he
his table. Before he left for the night, he looked did. Gabriella’s left hand came from under her
for her through a pretzel to say “Bye,” but she was Lakota Blanket to rescue it into a lingering pull
passed her brilliant red lips and extra teeth into
gone.
her lungs which she held.
Next Wednesday, taking the great circle
Paul drove some of the them home in
route to the bar with noticeable nonchalance
by her table, he said, “Hey, Gabriella. Nice cape, I his father’s 2 Door Chevy Chevelle. Billy Olsen
and Gabriella were piled in the backseat with a
think?”
girlfriend in between. He tried to make contact,
“A cape. Maybe a blanket.”
but Gabriella was happy to be the center of his
attention from a safe distance. The J. Geils Band
“I believe it’s a cape.”
joined them on Fourth Street jacked loud by Paul,
“Could be.”
who rolled the wheel and they all swayed and
It was a blanket, Native American in sang My blood runs cold / My memory has just
design—Lakota—reds,
yellows,
oranges, been sold along Fifth Avenue South.
concentric, calliope draped—a star quilt clipped
Billy Olsen looked into Gabriella’s face from
with a clasp to hold it together with her head in
the vantage of her girlfriend’s lap, who continued
the middle.
to groove Na, na na na na while he bombarded
Taking Bill Olsen’s lead, the guys carried Gabriella with battalions of photons emanating
their chairs to encamp at the girls’ table in a from his eyes, which he was unaware didn’t work
coordinated, peaceful occupation. They mostly that way, but so it felt to him, and so it felt to her.
had girlfriends, but it wasn’t that kind of move. His eyes were bland blue-gray, like the Florida
The Parrot wasn’t that kind of place. The Parrot night sky above the street lights.
wasn’t particularly any kind of place. Random
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Paul pulled up to an apartment building,
turned to the backseat, his arm incidentally
dropping over the shoulder of the girl in the front
seat with him. “Here we are. Out you go.”
And out they were on the sidewalk. Billy
Olsen had a long hike home. He had a brief chat
with Gabriella, while her girlfriend fled into their
apartment building.
“Maybe see you next week?” he asked.
She suggested Come up stairs with her
eyes without realizing it. When they were alone
in the elevator, there was no waiting to see what
happened. They were calm, very calm. 		
The apartment door was ajar when they got to
her floor. Music came from her girlfriend’s room.
They were alone on the sofa. Her hair hung
down around her face. He touched the clasp of
her Lakota Blanket, which opened to reveal a
red blouse. Her right arm was willowy and her
hand fingerless, like the bud of an un-blossomed
flower. Gabriella touched Billy Olsen’s cheek. 		
She had beautiful eyes.		
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“IN THE BATHROOM ON PENSACOLA BEACH”

“Large Orange Sulphur Butterfly on Palms” by Hunter Pressley

“IN THE BATHROOM ON PENSACOLA BEACH”
by Eleanor Marsh
I suck red plastic, lips a leech,
And sugared blood runs down my chin.
Sun-drenched daze wrung out with bleach
And laced with salt and saccharine.
I lock eyes with my enemy–
Dead girl eating me alive.
Cheek to cheek, we bare our teeth.
Charlotte pinches at her thighs.
Charlotte, gin-blind, grabs my shaking
Hand– it crumbles at her touch.
I’m one gust away from breaking,
Yet I am never frail enough.
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by AM Gelberg

T

he procedure cost $200. All things
considered, it was incredibly
affordable. That was what the girl at
the counter told Blythe. “It’s because
the technology’s advancing so quickly. A few
years ago,” the girl said, “something like this
would have cost you a couple grand.”
The counter the girl was leaning across
was as white and spotless as everything else
in the BOTTLED! store. Blythe thought the
store looked a little like one of those Warby
Parker showrooms; the place was buzzing with
trendy couples, all of whom were admiring the
displays of jars along the wall or were sprawled
out on comfortable pastel couches, scrolling
through their phones while their friends and
partners shopped.
The jars weren’t the real thing. They
were just models. You could look at them and
imagine how cute and chic they would look in
your house, all filled up with the rainbow slosh
of your emotions. You could line your shelves
with your feelings. You could put them where
they wouldn’t get in the way.
“I’ll have to think about it,” Blythe told
the girl at the counter.
“Of course!” The girl had large, grey eyes
that made her look improbably earnest. “Go
ahead and take those pamphlets with you.
And here! This is my card. An appointment is
never necessary here at BOTTLED!, but if you’d
like to book one to reserve a spot, just give me
a call at that number.”

The girl, whose name, according to her card,
was Molly, was right about one thing. BOTTLED!
technology was expanding rapidly. So, too, was
the BOTTLED! brand. A few years ago, no one had
heard of it. Now there was a BOTTLED! store in
every major city in the world. They had sprung up
like trendy mushrooms. Blythe knew half a dozen
people who had bottled their emotions. They all
talked about it like it was the next big thing.
“I checked out one of those BOTTLED!
stores today,” Blythe told her roommate Edie. She
sat down on the couch and spread the pamphlets
out on the coffee table.
Edie had become Blythe’s best friend sort
of by default. They were both busy people, and
since they lived together, they spent more time
with each other than with anyone else. She had
dark hair and bangs and looked like someone
who might host a show on PBS - young, cute,
vaguely erudite in a non-threatening sort of way.
You looked at Edie and you thought, I trust this
person to know what she’s talking about. And
Edie did know what she was talking about. She’d
talked Blythe through bad first dates, through
internships and new jobs, through the intricacies
of their post-grad school social lives. Where
Blythe was all tumult and panic, Edie, it seemed,
was endlessly wise.
Edie scowled. “Ugh. Why? Are you going to
bottle your love? Keep it in the fridge next to the
oat milk?”
“It’s not just love now,” Blythe said, pointing
to one of the pamphlets. “They can bottle any
emotion.”
“You sound like that ad,” Edie said. “It keeps
showing up on my Instagram feed. Well? Are you
going to do it?”

“jars”

“Bonheur” by Hunter Pressley
“I don’t know,” Blythe said. “I guess I’m thinking
about it.”
Edie sat down on the couch, balancing a
plate of microwaved Pad Thai on her knee. “I think
it’s a bad idea.”
“Yeah. Probably.” Something unpleasant
twisted in her stomach. She felt a little ashamed.
And a little pissed off. Leave it to Edie to remind
her that she was making a mistake.
“Seriously, Bly,” Edie said. “They take your
love and package it up all nice for you, but they
get to keep part of it. It’s in their contract. They
save a little of it - for their research, you know?
Doesn’t that freak you out?”
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Before you could undergo the procedure,
you had to see a licensed BOTTLED! therapist.
BOTTLED!’s priority, Molly told Blythe when she
returned to the store that Friday, was the physical
and mental health of its customers. “That’s what
we’re about, really,” Molly had said. “We’re in the
business of your personal health.”
So Blythe waited on one of the store’s
pastel couches until a therapist could see her. She
felt sort of disconnected from the people around
her - the ones who had just come into the store to
look around, definitely, but perhaps even more so
the ones who, like Blythe, had come to undergo
the procedure. She wondered what drew those
people here. She knew all the BOTTLED! copy;
she’d read all their recent ads and press releases.
The idea, at least originally, was that BOTTLED!
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could take your love and save it for you. It was like
freezing your eggs. Maybe you were busy with
school, with a new career. You were young and
in the process of building your life, and your love
was something bubbling, something that could
overflow. Why not let someone take it for a while,
let them put it on ice? There would be time for
love later in life, and BOTTLED! would keep that
love as fresh and as potent as it was when you
were young.

brings you here today?”
“Are you asking why I want to bottle my
emotions?” Blythe asked. “Shouldn’t you know?
Isn’t that, like, the whole point of this place?”
“I’m not asking why,” the therapist said.
“I’m asking what. Which emotion would you
like us to treat?”
“All of them?” Blythe said. “Can you do
that?”

Then their line of products had expanded.
The therapist pursed her lips. “We can.
They could bottle anger, fear, joy. Anything you But it’s not recommended.”
had in surplus. Mostly, they marketed to women,
“I don’t want you to take it all,” Blythe
although men availed themselves of BOTTLED!’s
said. “Can’t you just… skim a little off the top?”
services, too.
Who would want that? Blythe thought. “We can. But I have to ask: why, Blythe?” the
therapist said. She was looking at Blythe with
And then, well, me, obviously.
something akin to tenderness.
Her phone vibrated. The text was from
Because there was too much of that
BOTTLED!; the therapist was ready to see her.
Blythe went up to the counter and showed her inside her. Too much of something raw. Could
phone to Molly. Molly smiled. “Right through she tell the therapist that it hurt her? That it
those doors,” she said, pointing to the back of the was like this constant pressure on her chest?
That all her small trials felt apocalyptic? That
store.
there was something frantic in the way she
The therapist’s office, like the rest of the loved? That they wouldn’t be able to draw one
BOTTLED! store, was decorated in pale pinks, blues, emotion out of her, because all her feelings
and yellows. These were soft, non-threatening were tangled together in one dark and sludgy
shades. Millennial pink and the like. Blythe didn’t mass? She felt wrong - she was certain of this.
know whether or not she felt comforted by them. She felt too much, always.
Then again, maybe comfort wasn’t the point. The
She told the therapist as much.
colors were attractive and flattering. You could
take a selfie by the mint accent wall, upload it to
*
Instagram, and thus spread the BOTTLED! gospel
Afterwards, she felt lighter. She carried
further.
her new BOTTLED! jar home in a pretty paper
The therapist asked all sorts of preliminary bag printed with blue polka dots. It was full of
questions about the state of Blythe’s mental a thin, green-grey liquid. It wasn’t nice to look
health. Blythe answered them with little at like the jars in the BOTTLED! showroom, and
discomfort. Then they turned to the matter at there was a little missing from it, a little they
hand. “So,” the therapist said, smiling. “What had taken, but it was hers.
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“in the distance”

by Tyrean Martinson
in the distance,
a pod of orcas breaks the
mirage
between
sea,
sky,
mirage
over
distant
mountains,
mirage of
sky,
sea,
a pod of orcas breaks
in the distance.
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“Northampton, MA”
by AM Gelberg

There was a bar called Packards with two dart
boards upstairs. I lived within walking distance of
town and across the street from Smith College’s
central campus, and the Smith students I saw
every day looked like me and dressed like me
and talked like me and my friends. Most of them
- 56%, according to a survey of the student body
- were queer.

Last spring, I stood at the top of a hill in
Northampton, Massachusetts, took a picture,
and posted it to Instagram with the caption,
“one day I’ll miss this place too.” The sky was blue
that day, and the ground was covered in snow. I
The problem wasn’t Northampton; it
remember that I stopped because I was struck by
was me. It was that I lackedsomething here. I
how beautiful it was, this vestige of a winter that I
remember walking downtown one afternoon the
would never see again.
summer I moved to Massachusetts. I was talking
The arc of my life bends towards nostalgia. to Eleanor on the phone. I told her, “everything is
I’ve never left a place without missing it afterwards. perfect here. The problem is that I’m missing my
This was true when I moved away from my people.”
hometown to go to college; as long as I’d been
I was lonely. In time, I made good friends
aware that leaving Santa Clarita was an option,
at Smith. But one year isn’t a lot of time to get
I’d wanted to do it. Leaving home was part of the
to know someone. My first and only winter up
narrative I’d crafted for myself. It was something
north was long and cold. I loved the snow. I loved
to look forward to. Then, when I was 18, I left, and
watching steam rise from my travel mug of tea
suddenly I missed California. Things I’d once taken
or hot chocolate from the Cutter-Z cafeteria. I did
for granted were now important to me: desert
not love how dark it got or how much time I spent
brush, the low mountains that encircled our
indoors. I did not love moving my car to the snow
valley, dry heat, drought. Los Angeles, I realized,
lot every time there was a blizzard.
looked like a circuit board when viewed from
above - like one vast, glittering carpet spread out
So this became the narrative I told myself
over the hills of the San Fernando and San Gabriel about Northampton: I was lonely, and I was cold,
Valleys.
and I did my best work only some of the time,
and I was constantly playing catchup with the
I lived in Florida for three years, and when I
girls who had gone to Smith for undergrad and
graduated from college and left for Massachusetts,
thus had some advantage over me (I wasn’t
I once again found myself with a list of things that I
really sure what that advantage was). Nevermind
missed: this time, humidity, thunderstorms, dried
that I loved many of my classes and my thesis
palm fronds. Mostly, I missed my friends. And that
advisor. Nevermind that my mentor teacher was
was the problem of Massachusetts: I was alone.
patient and eccentric, exactly the sort of teacher
Massachusetts - Northampton, specifically - had
I wanted to shadow. Nevermind that I lived in
all the things I thought would make me happy.
the small New England town of my dreams, the
There were four independent bookshops on Main
literal lesbian hotspot of America. When I posted
Street. There were cafes where they played Mitski
that Instagram post and wrote, “one day I’ll miss
and served mochas in bright blue cups.
this place too,” this was an act of premonition, of
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divination. It did not feel, in that moment, like a
place I could miss.
For a long time, I didn’t miss it. Then, one
day, I did. I missed the walk from my apartment
to the shops on Main Street. This wasn’t a painful
nostalgia; I suddenly felt grateful for the time
I’d spent in Northampton. I probably smiled to
myself, and then I thought about something else.
The problem was that afterward, I missed
it more and more. But I felt this was a conflict:
how could I remember a place as lonely and cold
and still miss it so much? What right did I have to
miss a place that allegedly made me miserable?
Northampton was more than a long
winter. There was a pond on Smith’s campus, and
a walking trail through half a mile of woods, and
an abandoned cathedral made of brick that was
so beautiful I couldn’t help but smile every time
I saw it. My friend, Emily, drove a 1998 Subaru
Outback, and when we went out at night she
would drive me back home. We liked this cafe
called The Roost, where a group of us would go
after class to play board games. I could take the
train from Worcester to Boston when I wanted to.
I tie-dyed shirts on my patio when the weather
got warm. On the morning of graduation, my
friends came over to my place to get ready. They
brought champagne and little bottles of rum to
hide in the weird sleeves of our Master’s robes.
I believe that life is mostly made up of grey
areas. I believe - to borrow a phrase - that the truth
often resists simplicity. So I’m not sure why it’s so
difficult to reconcile these two seperate spectra
of experience; I feel like, because I remember my
year in Northampton as a profoundly difficult
time, I have no claim to those brighter memories.
I am not allowed to miss it.
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Last June, I moved back to Florida. Because

I spent three years there, and because I knew
I would miss it when I left, I felt entitled to my
nostalgia towards this place. When I posted
that Instagram post last spring, I was thinking
of St. Petersburg. I was missing St, Pete, and I
was able to come back. I don’t know when or
if I’ll ever return to Northampton. I’d like to,
someday. I’d like to test my memories of that
town, to sort out the truth of them, to see
which ones hold up.
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“coffee with god”
by Eleanor Marsh
When I met God, she was younger than I
expected. She was suntanned and dirty, wearing
frayed denim shorts and a Cardinals t-shirt. Her
hair was pulled back in a scrunchie, red, seventyeight cents at Swinson’s Drug. Her hands played
with a Whee-Lo. The nails on those hands were
painted bubblegum pink, chipping off in places.

“Misty Morning” by Hunter Pressley
Took you long enough, she said.
Sorry, I said.
First of all, she said. She swung herself
around in her chair and crossed one leg over the
other, bare foot jiggling. She reminded me of me,
how I used to look on hot summer days when I
was ten. I thought for a second she looked just
like me, but I could never get a good hard look at
her face. My eyes kept skipping over it.

We met in a coffee shop on Main Street in
First of all, she said, I’m sorry about the
Macon, Missouri. Main Street is more like Only
Street, the only sign of life in a shriveled, starving Micah situation. I really fucked that one up.
town stretched far beyond its glory days. We
Yeah, you did, I said.
ordered two cups of coffee, black, and sat next to
We all make mistakes, y’know, she said.
the window to watch the sun bake the sidewalk.
You forgive me?
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Sure, I said, because I didn’t know what of it.
else to say.

I said, I don’t think it should hurt.

Second of all, she said, you should know
She smiled. How else would you know
the answer to your question by now. You’re old
you’re alive?
enough to know. You’re not special.
I wanted to say, I know, but the truth was I
didn’t. I heard her snort-laugh.
She said, got any questions?
I said, why does it hurt so much?
What?
Everything. You should know. You made
me this way.
I guess I did. Now let me ask a question of
you.
Go on.
What’s your favorite part of creation?
I thought. Sunsets, I said. And swing sets.
Dogs. Memories, yeah. How we’re capable of
remembering. When you tip your head so far
back you can see the Earth curve.
I looked at the coffee in my hand, sweet
and hot. I said, and coffee.
She said, you think it didn’t hurt me to
make all that?
Huh?
To make all that. Every ounce of it. The
tongue-burning joy of living, that’s nothing
compared to the pain of creation.
Then why did you do it?
That’s the coffee, see. She spread her
hands. That first sip burns, but you want it so bad
that you keep going back and back and back,
even when you’re not ready, just for a little taste
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